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Case (for presentation to students)
A GIS Professional employed as associate director of a research laboratory called the Center for Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorism Events at a private university in southern California receives an inquiry from an officer of the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD).

The officer, Commander Michael P. Downing, seeks the laboratory’s assistance in a “community mapping” project whose purpose is to “lay out the geographic locations of the many different Muslim population groups around Los Angeles,” and to “take a deeper look at their history, demographics, language, culture, ethnic breakdown, socio-economic status, and social interactions.” The community mapping project is to be one component of a counter-terrorism initiative that aims to “identify communities, within the larger Muslim community, which may be susceptible to violent ideologically-based extremism...” (Downing 2007, p. 7). The associate director invites Downing to send the laboratory a Request for Proposal (RFP).

Soon after the telephone contact, the police officer is invited to Washington DC to explain the LAPD plan to the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs. Committee chairperson Sen. Joseph Lieberman cites it, among other similar projects, as an example of effective local-level counter-terrorism strategy.

News of the Senate Hearing and the LAPD plan is reported by the major media outlets including the New York Times, KNBC Los Angeles, and National Public Radio. Within days, representatives of three local Muslim groups along with the American Civil Liberties Union sent a letter to Commander Downing expressing “grave concerns about efforts by the Los Angeles Police Department (“LAPD”) to map Muslim communities in the Los Angeles area as part of its counter-terrorism program.” The signatories argued that the community mapping project
...seems to be premised on the faulty notion that Muslims are more likely to commit violent acts than people of other faiths. Singling out individuals for investigation, surveillance, and data-gathering based on their religion constitutes religious profiling that is just as unlawful, ill-advised, and deeply offensive as racial profiling (Natarajan et al 2007, p. 1).

Meanwhile, the LAPD’s RFP arrives at the University lab. The well-funded project will involve considerable GIS work, involving support for both student interns and professional staff. The potential project’s stated purposes align with the Center’s mission, which is to “to improve our Nation’s security through the development of advanced models and tools for the evaluation of the risks, costs and consequences of terrorism.” However, the associate director worries about the unfavorable publicity and possible legal action that might attend the project, particularly since the University describes itself as “pluralistic, welcoming outstanding men and women of every race, creed and background” in its mission statement.
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Suggested discussion points
1. Which of the GISCI Rules of Conduct pertain to this case?
2. In what sense does mapping constitute profiling?
3. Using public domain data and software provided by the U.S. Census Bureau at http://factfinder.census.gov one can map Percent of Persons of Arab Ancestry in Los Angeles, 2000, by census tract. In what sense does this differ from the community mapping project proposed by the LAPD?
4. Should the associate director submit a proposal to provide mapping services to the LAPD?
5. Do the mission statements of the Center and the University provide conflicting moral guidance?
6. With whom might the associate director discuss the ethical implication of the proposed project?

Relevant GISCI Rule of Conduct
Section IV, Number 3: “We shall allow people to know whether they are included in a database and to see the information listed about themselves. We shall encourage them to correct any inaccurate information about themselves. We shall allow them to remove their inclusion unless prevented by law or a greater societal good.”

Epilogue
A week after national news stories broke and the letter of objection was received from Muslim leaders and the ACLU, The LAPD announced that the community mapping component of its counter-terrorism plan had been “shelved” (KNBC 2007b). A day later, Chief of Police William Bratton clarified that the plan to map Muslim neighborhoods had “been scrapped; it hasn’t been shelved.” Chief Bratton had observed at a police cadet graduation ceremony that “I think what we got hung up on unfortunately was a word – mapping” (KNBC 2007a).
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